Your wish has been cast

Thank you for submitting:

- Class Laminas\Config\Config not found error

If you are submitting a bug, we have provided a convenient way to demonstrate your bug so as to help out developers. Bugs that have been demonstrated are more likely to be solved first.

Permission denied: the specified wiki page cannot be used as Smarty template resource

You can now **click on the link above to review your entry**. From there, you can click on the 🛡️ to **monitor your wish** in order to get email notices when somebody reviews, comments or fixes it. And you can also go there to review/edit your wish and attach related files, or you might want to add another wish.

Do you code? Maybe you could commit your fix directly? [How to get commit access](#)

**Watching**
You can find **other items** you are interested in and click on "monitor" to receive an email of any modification.

**Rating**
Add points (+1 or +2) to bugs which have affected you and to features which you would find useful. You can also vote -1 or -2 to bugs which bugs you can't duplicate and to features which would be a waste of developer time. This will help us all. [Go there](#) to rate them.